Abstract. A flat torus T carries a natural Laplace Beltrami operator. It is a conjecture that the spectrum of the Laplace Beltrami operator determines T modulo isometries. We prove that, with the exception of a subvariety in the moduli space of flat tori, this conjecture is true. A description of the subvariety is given.
A flat torus T is the Riemannian manifold that is the quotient of R" by a lattice of maximal rank. T has a Laplace operator and an associated sequence of eigenvalues. The following question arises: To what extent is the geometry of T determined by the eigenvalue spectrum? J. Milnor observed that there exist two nonisometric 16-dimensional flat tori with the same eigenvalue spectrum [1] , [2] , [7] . We show that this phenomenon is nongeneric in the moduli space 0(n)\GL(n; R)/GL(«; Z) for flat «-dimensional tori. In particular, given tori Rn/A0Zn and R"/AXZ" with the same eigenvalue spectrum, they are either isometric or the quadratic forms (A¿A0) and (A[AX) lie on a subvariety in the space of positive definite quadratic forms. The book of M. Berger, P. Gaudauchon and E. Mazet [1] and article of M. Berger [2] are suggested as general references. A lattice is a discrete subgroup of R" and can be prescribed as ATP with A a fixed matrix. An «-dimensional torus T is R" factored by a lattice L = ÄL" with A E GL(n; R). The metric structure of R" projects to T such that volume(T) = |det^4|; T carries a Laplace Beltrami operator A = -S,32/9x2, the projection of the Laplacian of R". The set L = [a E R"\ä'a G Z, Va S L} is the dual lattice of L; L = 04~I)'Zn.The eigenfunctions of T are exp(2Triä'x) for x E R", ä E L. The eigenvalues of T are given as 477-2||à||2 for à arbitrary in L where || || is the Euclidean norm. The lengths of closed geodesies of T are given as ||a|| for a aribtrary in L. The eigenvalues of T determine the dimension, volume and the lengths of closed geodesies of T [1] , [2] , Tori T0 and Tx are called isospectral if they have the same sequence with multiplicities of eigenvalues.
Let P be a symmetric matrix which defines a quadratic form on R". The spectrum of P is defined to be the sequence with multiplicities of values y = P[N] where P[N] = N'PN, N E Z". The sequence of squares of lengths of closed geodesies of R"/AZ" is the spectrum of A'A = Q; the sequence of eigenvalues is the spectrum of 4tt2(A~x)(A~x)' = 4tt2Q~x. The Jacobi inversion formula yields for positive t,
We now describe the manner in which 0(n) \ GL(n; R)/GL(«; Z) is the moduli space of flat tori. To A E GL(«; R) is associated the lattice AZ". The tori R"/AZ" and R"/BZ" are isometric if and only if AZ" and BZ" are equivalent by multiplication on the left by an element of 0(n), the orthogonal group in «-dimensions. The matrices A and B are associated to the same lattice if and only if they are equivalent by multiplication on the right by an element of GL(«; Z). The tori R"/AZ" and R"/BZn are isometric if and only if A and B are equivalent in 0(n) \ GL(n; R)/GL(«; Z). Denote the space of positive definite symmetric n X n matrices as S(«; R); we observe that the map A E GL(/i; R)->A'AE S(n; R) determines a bijection of 0(n)\GL(n; R) to §(«; R). Let e¡ be the z'th column of the identity matrix in GL(«; R) and etJ = e¡ + e¡. We consider %(n; R) to be embedded in Rm for m = n(n + l)/2. The cartesian coordinates of P -(Pij) E S(n; R) are P[e,\ -p" and {P[e"] -P[e,] -P[eß)/2 ■■ Py. For later reference we define E E [ek, etj\\ < k < n, 1 < i <j < «}.
We now generalize two theorems for Riemann surfaces to «-dimensional tori [4] , [6] . The following result is due to M. Kneser (unpublished) [1] .
Theorem 2. The total number of nonisometric tori with a given eigenvalue spectrum is finite.
Proof. By contradiction assume the existence of a sequence of distinct isospectral tori Tx,..., T¡.The tori each have the same dimension, volume and length of the shortest closed geodesic. Choose a lattice L¡ which represents the torus T¡. By Mahler's compactness theorem a subsequence Lk exists which converges to L0 (i.e., matrices Ak exist with AkZ" = Lk and Ak converge to A0 where L0 = A0Z") [3] . Let U be a neighborhood of S0 = A¿A0 with Ü compact and Ü cS(n; R). Define c, = max{S[<?]|e E E, S E U}.
Since S £ §(n; R) can be diagonalized by conjugation with an orthogonal matrix, we have for Amin(S) the smallest (resp. Xmax(S) the largest) eigenvalue The following theorem describes the structure of the equivalence relation, having the same spectrum, for forms. Theorem 3. There is a properly discontinuous group Gn acting on S(n; R) containing the transformation group induced by the GL(«; Z) action S -» S[%], S G S(«; R), % G GL(n; Z). Given P, S E %(n; R) with the same spectrum either g(P) = S for some g E G" or P, S G V" where V" is a subvariety of §(h; R). V" = [Q E S(n; R)|spec(ß) = spec(P), R E$(n; R) with R ¥= g(Q)for all g E G"}. V" is the intersection of § (n; R) and a countable union of subspaces of Rm.
The proof is initiated with the following lemmas.
Lemma 4. Let P, S E S (n; R) have the same spectrum. Neighborhoods U of P, V of S and a finite number of maps gx,...,g, with domain U are defined. For Q E U and REV with the same spectrum then R = gj(Q) for some j, 1 < j < /. The maps g} are linear in the coordinates of Rm and have rational coefficients.
Proof. Set cx = 2 max{S[e]\e G E}. We can, noting that E is finite, choose a neighborhood V of S such that for REV, max{P [e]\e E E} < cx. [N], N G Z"} equals S(n; R) for some bijection ß, or for every bijection ß of Z", V(ß) is the intersection of S(n; R) and a proper subspace of Rm. Reversing the roles of ß and Q~x in the Jacobi inversion formula we observe that spec(ß) determines |det Q\. The boundary of § (n; R) c Rm consists of matrices of zero determinant. It is thus immediate that for ß eS(«; R) with spec(ß) -spec(g(ß)) that g(Q) G S(n; R). In particular, spec(ß) = spec(g(ß)) if and only if ß G \(ß) for some bijection ß of Z". We now consider the case that \(ß) =£ %(n; R) for all bijections ß. It only remains to show that a neighborhood U0 of P exists with i {Q E i/0|spec(ß) = spec(g(ß))} = U0 n U V(ft) for appropriate bijections ßx,..., ßr Let U0 (resp^ V¿) be a relatively compact neighborhood of P (resp. S) such that U0, K0c §(n; R) and 8(U0) C VQ. Now from U0, V0 c §(«; R) we have 0 < c, < Amin(ß), Amax(Ô) < ^2 for ß G í/0 and 0 < c3 < Amin(P), Amax(P) < c4 for P G V0.
Let © be the set of all bijections of Z". Trivially
[Q E C/0|spec(ß) = spec(g(ß))} -U0 n U V(«.
Proceeding by contradiction we assume an infinite set {ßa}, a E &, of bijections exists such that (i) {ß G U0\spec(Q) = spec(g(ß))} = U0 n we can assume M" = en. We now proceed by induction on the dimension n. For n = 2 it is classical that the eigenvalue spectrum determines the tori in O (2) \ GL(2; R)/GL(2; Z) [1] , [6] . Define $ to be the projection of R" onto the first n -1 coordinates. Let ¥ be the natural inclusion of R"-1 into R" with image the first n -1 coordinates of R". Given ß a symmetric quadratic form on R", define ß a symmetric quadratic form on R"-1 by Z" from the definition of 0 and the corresponding fact for a. The map / modulo a choice of signs will be the identity in G". Noting that 5 (ek) = ek, 1 < k < n, we conclude for P = f(Q) with P = (r0) and ß = (fy) that rkk = qkk, I < k < n. Now consider a particular entry r¡j, 1 < i <j < n, and the defining equation
We note from $(8(N)) = $(JV) for TV G Z" that 8(e¡ + ej) = e¡ + % + Sye", Sy E Z. The defining equation for r¡j becomes rv = q¡j + Syq¡" + syqJn + sfjq^/2. A short computation shows that ri} is independent of q"" if and only if s« = 0 for j < n or su = 0,-2 for j = n. Now consider ß G §(n; R) to be diagonal with qkk, k < n, fixed. Assume r¡j depends on qnn; rjj thus has quadratic growth in qnn for qnn -» oo. Considering the inequality rfj < rttfj = q¡¡qjj we have a contradiction since / < n and #;/ is fixed for qnn -> oo. We conclude /^ = ^ for 1 < /,/ < n -1, r," = ± ç/B, 1 < i < n -1 and rm = çnn. Now to ascertain the signs choose ß G §(«; R) with rationally independent entries. Assume there exist i, k < n with qkn -rkn and qin = -r¡", as Let RP/AZ" be given such that the entries of the form (A'A) E V" c S(n; R) satisfy at mostp distinct linear homogeneous equations with rational coefficients. The form (A 'A) is contained in a subspace W, with W n § (n; R) c V" and m -p < dim W < m -1. If the entries of the form are rationally independent RP/AZ" is uniquely determined by its eigenvalue spectrum.
A form Q E S(n; R) is called semi-integral if for ß = (qy), q^ E Z, 1 < k < n and 2qu E Z, 1 < / < j < n. Q semi-integral is equivalent to the statement spec(ß) c Z. The semi-integral forms are of particular number theoretic interest.
Lemma 10. Let \" be nonempty for a particular n. Then semi-integral forms ßo> Ôi e V" exist.
Proof. V" is nonempty by hypothesis. Observe that rational points are dense in subspaces defined by rational equations. In particular, P0, Pi G V" exist with spec(P0) = spec(P,) and P0 has rational coordinates. Since P0 is rational a positive integer p exists with pP0 semi-integral and thusp spec(P0) = p spec(P,) c Z. In particular, pPx is semi-integral.
Previous results show that V" is nonempty for n > 12 [1] , [2] . In fact, an elementary construction shows that if V" is nonempty then all Vm, m > n, are nonempty. From Lemma 10 it suffices to consider the semi-integral forms in the cases n = 3,..., 11. We also note that a result analogous to Theorem 8 has been obtained for the case of compact Riemann surfaces [8] , [9] .
